Chairman Lipps, Vice Chair Holmes, Ranking Member Russo, and Members of the
House Health Committee, thank you for the opportunity to provide proponent testimony
on House Bill 248.
My name is Linda Freier and I am a constituent and retired RN. The reason I support
House Bill 248 is because of corporate Marxism, There are stores I have stopped
patronizing because they discriminate against my exempted status with the mask.
Discriminating against my vaccine status will make me a second class citizen in this
state. A two tier system brings unvaccinated people one step closer to a
FEMA/concentration camp. This time it will be under the guise of a crime against
humanity called COVID19. The doctor in charge of this crime is being investigated for
soliciting gain of function research at the Wuhan research facility. I’m sure it’s a
coincidence that the virus was released from the same facility. Forcing people to take an
experimental jab is a thinly veiled attempt to ease people with religious and medical
reasons for not getting a vaccine into prison for their vaccine status. Will I be required
to wear a yellow star? From 2020 to 2021, we settled for having our right to attend
church, hug our families, attend school, make a living and bury our dead with dignity
removed for what? People have committed suicide over these lockdowns and over losing
their livelihoods. We should be ashamed for allowing this to happen. The lockdowns
didn’t work.
This has been the biggest fraud perpetrated against the people of the world in history.
Any debate or views counter to the trojan horse narrative have been silenced. We know
how to treat respiratory infections. We know how to treat inflammation. Why were
people told to stay at home until their lips turned blue? There are treatments for this
which have been studied. The treatments render the need for an experimental
authorization use “vaccine” unnecessary. The medical establishment forbade the use of
these treatments. I am ashamed of a medical community that went along with not
treating people. People died because they didn’t get diagnosed or treated for serious
illnesses. Do hospitals and medical offices in the Congo shut down when they have an
ebola outbreak? NO.
Here are the latest VAERS COVID19 stats: 4,561 deaths since December 2020, 4,850
cases of anaphylaxis,3,501 permanent disabilities, 17,698 hospitalizations, 31,042
emergency room visits and 46,434 office visits. It is estimated this accounts for only 110% of the actual number of adverse events, many more go unreported. The 1976 swine
flu vaccine was halted after 53 deaths! Why aren’t they halting this gruesome mad max
experiment? If you fail to pass HB 248 to protect your constituents, in my opinion you
are responsible for crimes against humanity.
Thank you once again for this opportunity to provide testimony on the need for and
urgency of House Bill 248.
Sincerely,
Linda Freier

